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Example of a window schedule
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W I N D OW
R E P L AC E M E N T
R EVIEW & P ROCESS
Windows are an essential element in
terms of architectural characteristic and
craftsmanship of a historic building. They
are also an important aspect when
determining a building’s historic
significance.
Repairing and retaining
original windows are usually desired,
however replacement is necessary in
some cases.
A Certificate of
Appropriateness or a Waiver will be
required even if no other permits
(including Building Permits) are required.
In an effort to streamline this process for
those who are conducting only minor
changes to their windows, the Planning
Department has prepared this brochure in
order to explain the process.

R e p a i r i n g
Historic Windows
Many people believe that
replacement windows are
a better, more energy efficient, and
environmentally responsible alternative for
homeowners to use on their historic
homes. However in most cases, repairs
are all that is necessary, especially if the
window was built before 1940. Repairing
historic windows helps maintain a
building’s authenticity of an architectural
style.
There are also a number of
reasons to restore historic windows
including:
Heat loss is typically due to roof and

un-insulated walls.
Studies have shown that almost 30% of
the time, a replacement window will
need to be replaced sooner than
anticipated despite manufacturers’ lifetime
warranties.
Replacement windows that contain vinyl or
PVC are toxic to produce and create toxic
byproducts. Installing these in your house
is not a “green” approach.
Window materials that are 60 years or
older are usually denser and more durable
than new wood windows. They are also
generally more rot- and warp- resistant
compared to even modern wood.
For more case studies and research on
retaining historic wood windows
and
achieving energy efficiency please see the
National Trust for Historic Preservation and
the California Office of Historic Preservation
Web addresses on the back of
this brochure.

R e t r o f i t t i n g
Historic Windows
Retrofitting historic windows can be done, so
long as the replacement windows comply with
the design and style of the original windows.
Also, the alteration should look as seamless
as possible. A good alteration can be a
multitude of difference to the value of a home
and its historic significance.

St af f Review
All proposed window replacements for historic
buildings are subject to Planning Department
review and approval. If proposed window
replacements meet the following scenarios,
staff can issue approval through a Waiver:

1. The applicant proposes to replace
existing windows with similar
windows (i.e. wood multi-pane
windows with wood multi-pane
windows).
2. The applicant proposes to replace
existing windows with windows in
a material and/or type appropriate
to the architectural style of the
house (i.e. replacement of
aluminum slider windows with
single hung, wood windows on a
Mediterranean or Craftsman style
house).
3. The applicant proposes vinyl- or
aluminum clad-wood windows
where wood is the traditional
window material to the
architecture style (i.e. replacement
of a double hung, wood window
with a single hung, vinyl window).
In all cases, the existing window
frame and detailing must be
maintained or replaced with similar
materials in matching dimensions.

Requirements for Review
1. A complete plot plan prepared in 8
½” x 11” format of the property,
showing locations where the
window(s) will be replaced (or
have been replaced).
2. Photographs of the building where
windows will be changed.
3. Submittal of brochure and/or
photographs of proposed
replacement windows.
4. Window Schedule (specifying the
window number, existing size,
proposed size, existing material,
proposed material, window type,
and whether the window is in a
bedroom).

